INTRODUCTION
Noise is most clinical and discussed problem among signal processing. Noisy signal can be expressed as (1) where s( t ) is the speech signal free of noise , n ( t ) is noise whose distribution is obeyed by N(0,1), σ is the variance. The aim or the goal is to get a denoised signal estimation.
X( t ) = s ( t ) + σ n ( t )
. (1) The estimation is based on the statistical property of original signal. To solve these problems linear filters are generally used as they are easy to implement. But these are not effective when σ is not known [1] . So based on this other approaches has been proposed. Method based on Wavelet thresholding, ICA, Empirical mode decomposition .EMD [2] was proposed by Huang were signal could be decomposed into several functions based on an iterative method called shifting. In wavelet, signal is transformed to wavelet domain first .Speech signal is always focused at fewer component and at high amplitude with noise being spread across low amplitude [3] . Based on the threshold wavelet coefficient are compared and are modified. With inverse transform denoised signal is obtained. EMD or wavelet has a shortcoming if the Signal to Noise ratio is low [4] . Research has been going how to how to combine both EMD and wavelet [5] . ICA is one of the famous blind source separation method, which is dedicated to recover unknown signals which are mutually 1 Computer science departmentJagannath University Jaipur, India Abstract: Speech signal denoising is a highly researched topic and here in this paper we discuss denoising using Independent Component analysis and Wavelet transform , Wavelet Thresholding is applied to noise dominated signal and both method of thresholding soft and hard is used . Independent Component analysis is a separation method which is dependent on blind source method. In this paper ICA is discussed and applied for speech denoising. Simulation results indicate that both the proposed method exhibit superior denoising performance but performance of ICA was better compared to Wavelet Index Terms: Speech signal denoising, wavelet, independent component analysis, SNR, Hard Thresholding, Soft Thresholding.
independent without the knowledge of coefficient [6] . Hence if signal can be denoised through ICA a huge improvement in SNR can be achieved [7] .Some researcher have given a approach on the basis of EMD and ICA [9] . We have proposed a generic idea of speech signal denoising which uses wavelet and ICA. In this paper, we have modified a part of the ICA algorithm. And we have used both Hard and soft thresholding to check the performance. The detail analysis of the results is demonstrated with the result, where denoising is exhibited superior performance in half a half shorter running time
II. BASIC THEORY

A. Wavelet Thresholing
DWT or the Discrete Wavelet Transform breaks the signal into number of components using mother wavelet [4] . The signal is expressed in terms of linear sum of wavelet and wavelet coefficients, So choosing proper mother wavelet is very important [3] . Wavelet thresholding can be described as follows (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Where x is decomposed into wavelet domain using transformation matrix, where
where Wavelet coeffiecnts are given by c = [ c1 , c2 ,...cN ].
Two types of thresholding are present which can be considered as a rule of thresholding referred as hard and soft thresholding
Here A is referred to as amplitude of wavelet coefficient, and ζ T (A) as after thresholding amplitude and T is defined as the thresholding value. With Soft thresholding discontinuity in the denoised signal does not exist, so for application such as speech processing soft thresholding is preferred.
After using either soft or hard thresholding denoised signal can be estimated using Inverse transform.
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Where U T is the transposition matrix of U and x. The performance of denoising is based on the thresholding method selected and wavelet has lower response if the SNR is very low.
B Independent Component analysis (ICA method)
It is a statistical method used for transforming a vector which is statistically independent [16]. P.
Comon introduced a process of optimization or a learning rule [17] . Hyvianne introduced a object function. Considering linear mixing, the signal can be represented as M=AS (7) Where 
It is noticeable that Common ICA is capable of recovering all components which are independent because of unmixing matrix W which is present in the learning rule [11] . This makes it inefficient when only few signal source are required or desired. But the ICA can be modified to extract single component whose frame work is represented in (9) where K (y) is a reliable approximation. The inequality g (w) can be exploited to incorporate prior)information of the desired signal into the ICA learning rule. The equality constraint h (w)is used to bound K (y ) and the weight vector w .
III. SIMUALATION RESULTS
To verify the validity of simulations on the auto-correlation criterion, the output SNR, the correlation coefficient and the running time are performed. Then the results are analysed and compared to the methods aforementioned. The auto-correlation of the Gaussian white noise and the frontal three IMFs from the decomposition of noisy speech when SNR=-3 dB are shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 (b) and (c), the autocorrelation properties of the frontal two IMFs indicate that they are noise-dominated. In Fig. 2 (d) , the short-time auto-correlation properties of speech signal is dominated, which indicates imf3 mainly contains speech signal.
A. The Auto-correlation Criterion
B. Waveform
The waveforms of the original speech signal, the noisy signal corresponding to SNR=-3 signals by different approaches demonstrated in Fig. 4.(d) and(e) demonstrate that using mother wavelet will lead to different denoising performance. It's obvious that db6 mother wavelet outperforms sym8 as for this chosen speech signal. In EMD-wavelet-ICA approach,the selection is also 
